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I iarians now face difficulties and complicity challenges due to new trends in 
ation access. Traditional librarians are changing their role drastically and 

nter several problems in their professional ground and adopting themselves to new 
iiation Likewise the role of library professionals is also changing; they have to act as a 

arian instead of librarian. 
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Introduction 

In present context, libraries are changing their status as Cyberspace, i.e. information at 

a top of the users with the help of computers. The Digital Library or Virtual Library 

rht in its wake new tastes in the form of digitizing not only printed material but also 

Hfres maps, scenarios, paintings and sounds and presenting thenm all in a lively show on 

e globe that has brought people so close that the phrase "Global Village" is coined to 

ihe the scenario. Digital libraries are not only digitization of physical resources, but also 

hoightful organization of electronic collection for better access. Such organization provides 

leene to a massive amount of shared knowledge base. In another way, the rise of 

gitired information is an opportunity to elevate the role of librarian and leads to the 
genwe of a new breed of librarian. " The new web 2.0 tools like social media, open 

s e software and online resources are challenging the librarians to be updated with latest 

adu of user's demands. 
Whaf is CYBRARIAN 

Cybrarian a shortened form of Cyber librarian, coined from the term 'cyberspace and 

libarian to refer to librarian whose work routinely involves information retrieval and 

liemination via the Internet and the use of other online resources. Both the librarians and 

frarian are the synonyms of each other's but in the research library; Cybrarian is playing 

f significance role compare to the librarian. 

Webster Online dictionary (2015) defined Cybrarian as "a person whose job is to find, 

ollet, and manage information that is available on the World Wide Web" 

In the context of digital era, a Cybrarian is library information science protessional 

wlhe have specialty in the us ing of Internet as a resource tool. Cybrarian can be 

deflned as an information specialist who deals more with the web content in order to 

vah his targeted user group and provide the needed information. 
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Traditional And Online 1ibrary Environment 

Traditional ibranes where the acceSs pomts such as. Iibrary calalogues as well as 

brany colleetions are prnt based and ther management is by and large labour-intensive 

There are signilicant ditferences between the traditional on-campus and onl1ne library 

m 17Onnments that cnable Librarians to expand thcir roles to provide more cffective 

111formation iieracy among the users. The services provided by the traditional libraries have 

changed its look but the basic funetions of libraries like selecting., accessing. preserVing and 

disseminating of the resources are same. A digital library holds the same functions and goals 

of the traditional print-based library and that the difference lies in 'the digital part of the term 

indicates merely that the material is stored and accessed digitally. 

Role of Librarian 

Librarian is a professionally trained person who is responsible for the care of a library 

and its contents. including the selection. processing and organization of resources and the 

delivery of information. instruction and loan service to meet the needs of its users. In the 

present technological/Internet era the professionals have to change themselves, as the 

information profession is being changed. Librarian have to Perform various kind of roles of 

in digital environment Librarians as Seareh Intermediary, Librarian as Facilitator. 

Librarians as End-User Trainer/ Educator. Librarian as Researcher. Librarian as Web Site 

Builder or Publisher, Librarian as Interface Designer. Librarian as Knowledge Manager 

Professional and Librarian as Sifter of Information Resources. 

The infomation revolution wind which is now blowing has placed a great 

responsibility on the Librarian to recognize, accept and handle the new demands on the 

lihrary for information. 

The role of Librarian in the new environment is also exponentially growing as the 

Internet and World Wide Web is changing. The rise of digitized information is an opportunity 

to uplift the role of Librarian and leads to the emergence of a new breed of Librarian the 

Cyber ILibrarian or Cybrarian, a specialist in tracing information on the Internet. 

Services from Cybrarian 

There are enormous opportunities to provide services to the user in digital 

entironment particularly in Internet and web environment. These are as follows: 

In web versions of book and reading lists are available for users. 

Inter Library Services: The impact of information communication technology all 

libraries of current times play a role as a eyber-library. In the eyber library links are to 

he provided for searching clectronically stored material as in the traditional method by 

author. title or subject. 

Book and Reading Lists: Reader's advisory services have not disappeared from the 
list of functions libraries traditionally perfom Online catalogue (OPAC): 1he 
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catalogues of n1any of leadinp 1biaies these days are aalable 1n Webbased lormats 

to plattorm independent easy brow S11p. 

Accessibility of Material: In digital env ironment. where c-resources are used by 

Several users snmultaneously. Rare and fragile historical documents can be scanned 

and stored tor electronic viewing by numcrous users around the world for indetinite 

periods. Those rare and fragile materials are also preserved on digital content for 

future use. 

Ready Reference Service: By the virtue of Internet. Virtual Librarians are now 

available via-c-mail or through a web form for providing reference servIces to the 

users anywhere from the world. Many find that this facility is highly useful as it 

replaces the rigidity of sticking to timings for person - to - person contact. Beside this 

FAQ 1s also providing answers in home pages of the concern libraries by the virtual 

librarian. 

Virtual Tours: Virtual tours are also ereated by the Librarians to describe the physical 

libraries. its resources and service also. 

Cooperative Cataloguing: In digital environment all the cyber libraries are mutual 

interested to provide co-operative cataloguing, whereas online public access 

catalogues are available on each libraries web pages. 

Web Foms Web forms increasingly allow online provision of services formerly 

reserved for inside the wall transaction like Inter-library loan form. book and journal 

requisition form, suggestion form, etc. 

Skills For Librarian To Cybrarian 

The role of librarians will have more responsibilities. Librarian must possess many 

kills to be successful Librarian in present and in future. These can be range from 

cordially working as a Liaison officer between authorities and users, managing men, 

material (resources) and money for providing the right information at right time on end 

user's desktop.. Cybrarians have to be more aware about legal, ethical and authentic aspects 

to cater with modern ways of information access

Library Related Skills 

Now the Librarian is called as Information scientist or Information officer but for a 

successful professional. it is vital to have relevant disciplinary knowledge about theoretical 

and practical library terminology. It is rightly said that an expert in colon classification and 

cataloguing can search information better than the computer engineer because of their 

expertise in classifying the subject in micro level. FolloWing are some of the basic skills one 

should possess- 

Collection Development, 

Usability perspective- Users need not to undergo any sort of training, they should 

search with their own terminology With their own ease. 
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0-0S 

D. safetn 
Indeving. Meiadat. 

Subject knowledge of targeted user poup Is requred. 

Be adoptive. eible and resistan. 

Iegal knowledge about Copyright. Intellectual Property Rights (PR) issues and 

Digital Rights Mangement (1DRM) 

Technology Related Skills 

Librarian has to possess the technical skills related to computers and Networks. It 

doesn t mean that ibrarian has to be a technician but should be techno savvy. Some of the 

technical skills required to possess by today's librarian to move towards Cybrarian are as 

follows: 

Operating systems - Windows. UNIX. LINUX. 

World processing. Graphies. Spread sheet & Presentations. 

Database Management Systems including the skills in Bibliographic Database 

Management Systems. 
General purpose programming. Networking 

Information Retrieval software for online. CD-ROM and Internet. 

Web page Development and Content Management 

Library software packages, acquaintances with Digital Library Tools. 

Conclusion 

The modern librarians as Cybrarian require two main types of skills - professional 

skills and personal skills. Professional skills and knowledge in the areas of information 

resources. information access. technology. management and research and the ability to use 

these areas of knowledge as a basis for providing library and information services. Personal 

Includes attitudes and values that enable Librarians to work efficiently, be good skill. 
communicators, demonstrate the value added nature of their service and survive in the new 

world. The changes are taking place in India and the hopes are increased with the new 

government's initiative of digital India. There 1s necessity of proper planning and 

implementation at government level to promote such activities with necessary funds, grants 

for infrastructure and training on regular basis. 
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